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TORKS Club meetings: The first Tuesday of each month at the Will Rogers Garden Center on the
corner of NW 36th and the Lake Hefner Parkway overpass. Meeting time: 7:30pm to 9:00pm.

TORKS TALK-- MAY 2012
The Oklahoma Radio Kontrol Society Official Newsletter
Announcements:
While you fly at the field please leave the gate unlocked. The gate may be
closed and the open lock can be used to hold the gate in a closed position. If the
gate is locked rescue vehicles would not be able to reach an injured or ill person in
need of help.
Thanks to George Burton for installing a magnetic retainer to the charging
table inside the frequency board cupboard. This prevents the charging table from
falling and possibly injuring someone who opens the frequency board doors.
Due to the closing of the Home Town Buffet, the TORKS Christmas Party
scheduled for December 14, 2012 will be held at the Golden Corral Buffet
Restaurant, 5702 NW EXPRESSWAY, Oklahoma City.

At the May meeting of TORKS, there were no entries for the Model of the
Month contest.
We continue to be grateful to those persons who maintain our field. Below is a
photo of George Burton and Gary Springer who not only worked on the grass but
did maintenance on the lawnmowers. Charles Monnet has also been seen
wielding a weed-eater from time to time. Thanks goes out to Mark Grennan and
any others who have pitched in at the field.

Next page left is a photo of Mike Finnigan and his Super Sportster in .40 size. I
understand the airplane including its engine is for sale. I watched it fly and with
Mike at the controls it certainly seems like a winner. On the right Disk Stimson
adjusts his SE-5.

Above we see Fred Wettengel with some of his fleet of nicely-built airplanes.
Our next TORKS meeting will be on Tuesday, June 5th. The location is
The Will Rogers Garden Center on the corner of NW 36th and the Lake Hefner
Parkway overpass. Meeting time: 7:30pm to 9:00pm.
Safe flying, everyone!
Respectfully,
John Graham, Secretary

